I. This privacy policy (the ‘Privacy Policy’) is a document which determines terms and conditions on which Prime Bit Games S.A. - seated in Rzeszów (Poland), Company Register Number: 0000693763, (hereinafter referred to as 'Prime Bit'), may collect information and data, including Personal Data, concerning users (the 'User' or collectively as the 'Users').

Users are natural persons who use Services provided by Prime Bit. Personal Data of persons under age of 16 (sixteen) are subjected to particular protection, in particular its collection requires obtaining consent of statutory agent (e.g. parent, legal guardian). In the event that Prime Bit obtains Personal Data of User under age of 16 in an unaware or uncommitted manner, Prime Bit after receiving information in that respective area shall take all necessary legal actions (e.g. upon request of statutory agent).

Using Prime Bit’s games and services, requires acceptance of Privacy Policy by User. In case of any doubts, concerning Privacy Policy, User is allowed to contact Prime Bit:
- e-mail: office@primebitgames.com
- write us: Prime Bit Games S.A., Słowackiego 24/1107, 35-060 Rzeszów, Poland.

Prime Bit applies highest standards as regards protection of Personal Data, including the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

II. The Privacy Policy governs usage of the games and other services provided by Prime Bit by Users. The Services include: websites, support, communication with Users, hereinafter referred collectively to as the 'Services'. For providing optimum Services Prime Bit is collecting personal data by Users approval.

The Services like games, support etc. require obtaining by Prime Bit given Personal Data, without which User shall not be allowed to use of such Services. Prime Bit collects Personal Data solely in the scope necessary for provision of such Services, whereas in the remaining scope only upon separate consent of User (e.g. marketing, newsletter).

III. Depending on the type of Service, Prime Bit uses one or more information and Data concerning User:
- name or surname,
- e-mail,
- phone number,
- residence address or correspondence address,
- Username or nick,
- IP address,
- technical information as regards devices and informatic tools used by User in connection with Services (e.g. IP, type of devices, web browser),
- information submitted in connection with technical assistance provided by Prime Bit in the scope of support and customer services (e.g. parameters, logs, descriptions),
- information connected to participation in events organized by Prime Bit in the scope necessary for participation in such events,
- other information connected with use of Services provided by Prime Bit.

The scope of collected information and data depends on type of Services which are used by Users, as well as the scope of voluntary consents granted by Users to Prime Bit.

IV. Prime Bit does not collect Personal Data beyond justified needs and collects it solely in the scope necessary for realization of legally specified purpose. Depending on type of Personal Data and Services Prime Bit process Personal Data for the following purposes:
- performance of agreements concluded with User,
- providing information concerning Services and activity of Prime Bit,
- communication with Users,
- participation of Users in events organized in cooperation with Prime Bit,
- ensuring highest quality of Services, including their improvement or modification, as well as to inform about any amendments connected to provision of Services,
- necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which Prime Bit is subjected under binding regulations.

V. Prime Bit collects Personal Data in the following way:
- submitted by Users in connection with Services provided by Prime Bit,
- submitted by Users upon contact with Prime Bit connected to provided Services,
- submitted within the scope of technical assistance as regards Services,
- collected automatically in connection with activity of User,
- collected upon separate consent of User.

Prime Bit processes Personal Data in a manner consistent with Polish and European (EU) regulations, this is upon separate consent of User in situations in which such consent for Personal Data processing is necessary:
• the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for one or more specific purposes,
• processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract,
• processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject,
• processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by a third party.

VI. Ensuring the highest quality of Services, Prime Bit may be entitled to transfer of Personal Data to third parties (the ‘Procesor’) which is based on an appropriate processing agreement, concluded between Prime Bit and such partner. Prime Bit transfers Personal Data solely in the scope and for the purpose necessary for realization of aim agreed with such partner, applies all required legal and technical measures as regards protection of Personal Data and cooperates solely with reliable and professional partners. Prime Bit also cooperates with entities which provide services connected to day-to-day functioning of company. Prime Bit reserves the right to transfer Personal Data to public authorities based on a final judgment or administrative decision.

Prime Bit stores Personal Data solely for the period necessary for obtaining purpose for which the Personal Data being collected. Personal data will be processed for a longer period only in connection with the fulfillment of public-law obligations or according to securing possible claims.

VII. Users at any time have the right to:
• access to Personal Data,
• request to delete Personal Data,
• request to rectify or correct Personal Data,
• request to restrict the processing of Personal Data,
• request to transfer Personal Data to another entity,
• submit complaint to a data protection authority - President of the Data Protection Office or other offices.

However, in some cases exercising one or more of the rights mentioned above may result in limitation of possibilities of the use of the Users in one or more Services in which processing Personal Data is required. Similarly, Prime Bit may be obliged to store Personal Data upon binding law regulations.

In cases related to the rights please contact Prime Bit:
• office@primebitgames.com
• Prime Bit Games S.A., Słowackiego 24/1107, Rzeszów, Poland.
VIII. Use of Services requires User’s acceptance of Privacy Policy. If User does not accept those regulations, User should terminate use of Services provided by Prime Bit or contact with Prime Bite in order to dispel any legal or factual doubts.

IX. Prime Bit publishes actual version of Privacy Policy on www.primebitagames.com. It may happen that from time to time content of Privacy Policy is being changed e.g. as a result of legal of amendment of regulations or provided Services. In such cases amended Privacy Policy shall be in force after elapse of 30 days as of publication of such amended version. In case when User does not accept amended Privacy Policy, User should terminate any use of Services or contact the Prime Bit:

- office@primebitagames.com
- Prime Bit Games S.A., Słowackiego 24/1107, Rzeszów, Poland.

X. Prime Bit collects information concerning Users also with use of Cookies files. Please see detailed information concerning Cookies files under website address: www.primebitgames.com/cookies. Cookies files policy constitutes integral part of this Privacy Policy.
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